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Esophageal cancer (EC) is the deadliest cancer worldwide, with a 92% annual mortality rate per incidence. Esophageal

squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) and esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) are the two major types of ECs, with EAC

having one of the worst prognoses in oncology. Limited screening techniques and a lack of molecular analysis of diseased

tissues have led to late-stage presentation and very low survival durations.
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1. Introduction

Its poor prognosis and high mortality rate make esophageal cancer (EC) one of the deadliest cancers worldwide. EC is

the eighth most common cancer worldwide (the seventh most common cancer in men and the thirteenth most common

cancer in women) and the sixth leading cause of cancer-related deaths. The two most common histological types of EC,

namely esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) and esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC), account for more than

90% of ECs. The five-year survival rate of EC is less than 20% . A recent retrospective study reporting 23,804

EAC cases and 13,919 ESCC cases suggests an increasing incidence of EAC and a decreasing incidence of ESCC in the

United States . ESCC is characterized by the conversion of the normal squamous esophageal epithelium to ESCC via

basal cell hyperplasia, dysplasia, and invasiveness. ESCC may involve any part of the esophagus (20% upper, 50%

middle, and 30% lower esophagus). Alcohol and tobacco consumption, the most common risk factors, cause cellular DNA

damage and contribute to ESCC. EAC occurring in the distal esophagus occurs due to a cascade progressing from

gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) to Barrett’s esophagus (BE), followed by EAC with columnar metaplasia playing

a critical role in the pathogenesis (Figure 1). Male sex, white race, central obesity, alcohol, and smoking are common risk

factors, while inflammation, genetic mutations, epigenetics, and altered microbiota play a critical role in the pathogenesis

of EAC .

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the risk factors and pathogenesis of esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) and

esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC). ESCC develops through a multistep process from basal hyperplasia due

to chronic esophagitis through increasing severity of dysplasia, while EAC develops through a cellular cascade involving

gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) followed by Barrett’s esophagus leading to EAC. There are different risk factors

in the pathogenesis of ESCC and EAC. HPV, human papillomavirus.

Early detection of ESCC and EAC is needed to improve survival and attenuate morbidity and mortality. Esophageal

endoscopy with biopsy and histological analysis is the gold standard for early detection and diagnosis. Chromoendoscopy,

virtual chromoendoscopy, magnification endoscopy, and other advanced endoscopic imaging techniques may improve the

sensitivity of the detection of early-stage carcinoma . However, difficulty in defining a well-characterized screening

population, the lack of an accurate, cost-effective, and widely accepted screening tool, and the absence of data on the

costs of non-invasive screening are associated challenges . Additionally, endoscopic screening is not practical for mass
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screening because of the invasive and expensive procedures involved. Surgical resection is the most common treatment

for early-stage EC, and chemotherapy, radiotherapy, chemoradiation, laser therapy, electrocoagulation, immunotherapy,

and targeted therapy are treatment strategies for advanced and nonresectable lesions . The current treatment regimen

for EAC is based on the expression of a number of biomarkers, including human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

(HER2) amplification, mismatch repair deficiency/microsatellite instability (dMMR/MSI-H), and programmed death ligand 1

(PD-L1) . Early-stage disease and complete resection of the lesion are favorable prognostic markers . However, the

ineffectiveness of chemotherapy, radiation therapy, immunotherapy, and targeted therapy contributing to low survival rates

warrants the establishment of early-stage diagnostic biomarkers and novel therapeutics to improve clinical outcomes and

decrease morbidity and mortality . This notion is further supported by the asymptomatic nature of EC in its early

stages, its extremely aggressive nature, and its poor survival rate.

2. Biomarkers for EC: Pros and Cons

Poor prognosis due to late detection of ECs warrants the development of early detection methods using non-invasive

biomarkers so that timely intervention can be started to improve outcomes. Tissue histology after endoscopy has

limitations for mass screening, and serum tumor markers including squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCA) and

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) are insufficiently specific and sensitive for early EC diagnosis . Lesion recognition

during endoscopy is impeded by inter- and intra-observer variability . Blood biomarkers/liquid biopsy (circulating tumor

cells, nucleic acids, tumor DNA, the tumor-derived fraction of cell-free DNA, cell-free RNA, etc.) has higher specificity and

accuracy. Proteomic profiling has potential, but is limited due to higher costs in routine use, and epigenetic markers are

promising due to ease of detection in tissue and body fluids including blood, plasma, and urine. Liquid biopsy is

advantageous in the case of metastatic tumors which are difficult sample using a core biopsy . RNA biomarkers

(including mRNA, miRNA, and long non-coding RNA), protein biomarkers, metabolic biomarkers, immune biomarkers,

and microbiome biomarkers are commonly documented biomarkers for EC diagnosis . In addition to tissue-based

or liquid biopsy-based biomarkers, imaging-based biomarkers including perfusion analysis using computed tomography

(CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), texture analysis, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), and positron emission

tomography (PET) may also be used in the treatment of EC using radiomics, an emerging field in which imaging data are

converted into a high dimensional mineable feature . Imaging biomarkers may have the potential to predict treatment

outcomes or prognosis in EC due to their non- or less-invasive nature and wider availability.

3. Non-Invasive Biomarkers: Blood, Plasma, Saliva, and Urine Biomarkers

Liquid biopsy and blood biomarkers are gaining attention because of their non-invasive nature, simplicity, short-term

repeatability, and cost-effectiveness, as well as their ability to detect circulating tumor cells (CTCs), circulating tumor DNA

(ctDNA), and exosome-based biomarkers for both EAC and ESCC . Urinary protein may serve as a biomarker for

ESCC. Li et al.  conducted a proteomics analysis on 499 human urine samples (321 healthy individuals, 83 with ESCC,

17 with bladder cancer, 12 with breast cancer, 16 with colorectal cancer, 33 with lung cancer, and with 17 thyroid cancer).

The results suggested that urinary biomarkers ANXA1, S100A8, and TMEM256 can classify ESCC, and a panel of

proteins consisting of ANXA1, S100A8, SOD3, and TMEM256 is diagnostic for stage I ESCC. Further, serum expression

of other factors involved in the pathogenesis of EAC and ESCC may also be potential biomarkers, e.g., chemokines and

chemokine receptors. CXCL12 and its receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 correlate with poor prognosis, CXCL10, CCL4, and

CCL5 expression show anti-tumor effect, CCL20 expression is correlated with regulatory T cell recruitment, and CCR7

expression correlates with poor prognosis . Additionally, neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) , erythrocyte mutant

frequency (EMF) , and serum antibodies (anti-p53, anti-p16, anti-cyclin B1, anti-c-Myc, anti-HSP70, and anti-LY6K)

may potentially play a role  in the diagnosis of EAC and its differentiation from BE. Using saliva as a non-invasive

sample for biomarkers is useful not only for oral cancers but also for non-oral cancers . Liquid biopsy and blood

biomarkers offer an inexpensive and non-invasive screening strategy and the use of advanced technologies, such as

metabolomics and proteomics in combination, has allowed the delineation of novel diagnostic biomarkers for the early

detection of ESCC and EAC . However, using a single serum marker for early detection and diagnosis may have low

diagnostic value, and using a panel of biomarkers in combination can significantly improve the sensitivity and specificity of

the early detection and diagnosis of ESCC and EAC.

Taken together, the detection of a panel of non-invasive biomarkers in blood, urine, and saliva may increase diagnostic

sensitivity and specificity and have a potential clinical application in improving outcomes . Using non-invasive

biomarkers in clinics will be useful because analysis of the non-invasive biomarkers utilizes readily available clinical and

laboratory information to non-invasively detect the tumor early in course of disease in at-risk populations and can be

applied to mass screening. Other advantages of using non-invasive strategies are the absence of adverse effects and the
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attenuated risk of sampling error. This will bring objectiveness to the interpretation and can overcome the limitations of

endoscopy for mass screening. Further, non-invasive biomarkers are not only useful in early diagnosis, but they also play

a role in predicting the treatment outcome, disease progression, and relapse . Although the non-invasive biomarkers

from saliva and urine that can be used in clinics for early detection of ESCC and EAC are limited, the results from various

studies, outlined in Table 1, suggest that in addition to liquid biopsy, non-invasive samples such as urine and saliva may

be used for detecting biomarkers in both ESCC and EAC.

Table 1. Non-invasive biomarkers for esophageal carcinoma. Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), esophageal

adenocarcinoma (EAC), gelsolin (GSN), serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 1 (PON1) and serum paraoxonase/lactonase 3

(PON3), desmoglein-2 (DSG2), serum amyloid A1 (SAA1), enolase 1 (ENO1), triosephosphate isomerase 1 (TPI1), toll-

like receptor (TLR)-4, hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, deoxynivalenol (DON), neosolaniol

(NEO), T-2 toxin (T-2), HT-2 toxin (HT-2).

Sample
Type EAC/ESCC Sample Size Biomarker Type/Observation

Serum EAC 159 EAC patients

Metabolomic profiling; among D-mannose, L-proline (LP), and 3-
hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) were significantly different in the EAC

patients and in the controls; the serum level of D-mannose may be a
novel prognostic biomarker for EAC

Serum EAC 301 samples

To identify glycoprotein biomarkers; different glycoforms of
complement C9 (C9), GSN, PON1, and PON3 are biomarkers for EAC
and discriminate it from BE; serum levels of C9 glycoforms increase

with disease progression

Saliva EAC

DNA methylation profiles
for 125 EAC and 64 normal

adjacent squamous
samples;

saliva samples from 192
patients

A proto-cadherin module centered around CTNND2 is inactivated in
Barrett’s esophagus; CCL20 chemokine methylation pattern in saliva

correlates with EAC status

Serum ESCC,
EJA

151 ESCC and 96 EJA
cases with 212 healthy

controls.

Serum DSG2 was significantly higher in ESCC and EJA compared
with controls; serum DSG2 levels were significantly associated with
patient age and histological grade in ESCC; serum DSG2 may be a

biomarker for ESCC and EJA

Serum ESCC 30 ESCC patients and 30
healthy controls

Serum proteins S100A8/A9, SAA1, ENO1, TPI1, and PGAM1 have high
diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for ESCC; glycolysis, TLR4, HIF-

1α, Cori cycle, TCA cycle, folate metabolism, and platelet
degranulation are commonly deregulated pathways

Saliva ESCC 178 ESCC patients and 101
healthy controls

Significantly higher numbers of Streptococcus salivarius,
Fusobacterium nucleatum, and Porphyromonas gingivalis in patients

with ESCC suggest salivary microbiota as a biomarker

Urine ESCC 499 urine samples (83
ESCC)

ANXA1, S100A8, and TMEM256 can classify ESCC; a combination
panel of the proteins ANXA1, S100A8, SOD3, and TMEM256 is

diagnostic for stage I ESCC

Serum EC 20 EC patients and 20
healthy controls

Serum anaphylatoxin C3a may be a promising biomarker in the
diagnosis of EC

Urine EC 10 controls and 17 EC
patients

Mycotoxins as binary (NEO/HT-2 and T-2/HT-2) and ternary
(DON/NEO/HT-2) combinations were present in the urine samples of

patients with EC

4. Molecular Biomarkers

microRNA (miR), genetically conserved small noncoding RNA of 18–25 nucleotides, regulates gene expression by binding

to the 3′-UTR of target mRNAs, post-transcriptionally resulting in either translational inhibition or degradation of RNA. This

will cause the gene expression to be either upregulated or downregulated; activation of miRs downregulates gene

expression while decreased miR expression upregulates gene expression . The involvement of miRs in EC

tumorigenesis and progression and their identification as a biomarker in blood, plasma, and urine suggests that miRs may

be a potential non-invasive biomarker . Fassan et al.  reported upregulation of miR-92a-3p, miR-151a-5p, miR-362-

3p, miR-345-3p, miR-619-3p, miR-1260b, and miR-1276 as well as downregulation of miR-381-3p, miR-502-3p, and miR-

3615 in the serum of early EAC patients compared with non-dysplastic BE. Further, Chiam et al.  reported that the

ratios of RNU6-1/miR-16-5p, miR-25-3p/miR-320a, let-7e-5p/miR-15b-5p, miR-30a-5p/miR-324-5p, and miR-17-5p/miR-

194-5p in circulating exosomes with an AUC of 0.99 could differentiate between EAC and nondysplastic BE. When looking
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for small extracellular vesicle microRNAs as biomarkers for EAC, the serum is more suitable than the plasma . Thus,

miRs are useful as biomarkers for diagnosis and, before surgery, to predict chemotherapy outcomes .

Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), the DNA coming out from cancerous cells and tumors and circulating in the blood, may be

a potential biomarker for early diagnosis. However, detection of ctDNA in the early stages of EAC is challenging and may

have limited diagnostic application . Further, ctDNA levels and the detection of its variants were also found to be

associated with poor survival, and the variant frequency increased with recurrence . The potential of ctDNA as a

biomarker and its use to monitor improvement and relapse was supported by the detection of a suitable number of

somatic single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and copy number alterations (CNAs) in the plasma of EAC patients using

sequencing and a NanoString Counter . Further, the detection of post-operative ctDNA provides a molecular window

before the onset of overt disease and allows researchers to add another therapy to improve outcomes. These studies

suggest the potential clinical utility of ctDNA as a prognostic biomarker for early diagnosis, monitoring treatment response

and disease recurrence, and improving survival with moderate sensitivity and high specificity. This ability is further

enhanced when combined with current imaging methods . Additionally, cell-free plasma DNA and exosome-associated

DNA from blood  may also be used as a biomarker for EAC diagnosis. Circulating cell-free DNA has diagnostic value

and targets tumor-specific genomes by detecting epigenetic (methylation of APC, CDKN2A, TAC1, and MSH2) and

genetic alterations that might have translational and clinical significance and may be more reliable than the existing

biomarkers such as CEA . Additionally, circular RNAs (circRNAs), which play a role in cell proliferation, migration,

death, tumor invasion, and metastasis, may also be used as biomarkers for ESCC because dysregulated expression of

circRNA is associated with the pathogenesis of ESCC and it can be detected not only in tumor tissue but also in nearby

tissue. The detection of circRNAs using techniques such as RNA sequencing and bioinformatics analysis enables the

detection of both known and unknown circRNAs, which is beneficial compared with the microarray technique, which

detects only known circRNA . In addition to circRNA, miRNAs, and ctDNAs, transcription factors (TFs), the regulators of

gene expression, may also serve as biomarkers for early detection. TFs, including BRCA1, SOX10, ARID3A, ZNF354C,

and NFIC, play a role in carcinogenesis and the development of ESCC, while SREBF1 and TFAP2A correlated with longer

overall survival in ESCC. These TFs may also serve as diagnostic biomarkers . Various studies  and reports,

summarized in Table 2, indicate the role of microRNAs, tRNA-derived small RNAs, circulating tumor (ct) DNAs, and

transcription factors as biomarkers in esophageal carcinoma.

Table 2. Molecular biomarkers for ESCC and EAC. Area under the curve (AUC), esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC),

esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), healthy control (HC), circulating tumor (ct) DNA, Barrett’s esophagus (BE),

next-generation sequencing (NGS), variants of unknown significance (VUS), gelsolin (GSN), serum

paraoxonase/arylesterase 1 (PON1) and serum paraoxonase/lactonase 3 (PON3), esophageal squamous cell carcinoma

(ESCC) and esophagogastric junction adenocarcinoma (EJA), desmoglein-2 (DSG2), tRNA-derived small RNAs

(tsRNAs).

Sample
Type EAC/ESCC Sample Size Biomarker Type/Observation

Urine EAC and
ESCC

150 HCs and 43
ESCCs

144 HCs and 8
EACs

Significantly higher miR-1273f, miR-619-5p, miR-150-3p, miR-4327, and
miR-3135b levels in ESCC and EAC compared with HCs; miR-1273f and
miR-619-5p with AUC ≥ 0.80 for diagnosing stage I ESCC, AUC ≥ 0.80 in

ESCC, and AUC = 0.80 for EAC

Urine,
saliva, and
blood 

ESCC 72 ESCC patients
Serum cell-free miR-1246 expression in the urine, saliva, and serum may
be a useful biomarker for ESCC and urine can be used as a non-invasive

sample instead of blood

Plasma ESCC
16 healthy controls

and 66 ESCC
patients

Plasma miR-21, miR-31, and miR-375 could be potential biomarkers for
the diagnosis of ESCC, while miR-31 and miR-375 have sufficiently high

sensitivity and specificity to differentiate ESCC patients from healthy
controls

Saliva EC miRNA expression
profile GSE41268

miR-144, miR-451, miR-98, miR-10b, and miR-363 may serve as
biomarkers for EC

Saliva  32 EC patients and
16 healthy controls

Salivary supernatant miR-21 was significantly higher in EC with a
sensitivity and specificity of 84.4% and 62.5%, respectively; miR-21

expression does not correlate with EC stage

Saliva EC 7 EC patients and 3
healthy controls

miR-10b*, miR-144, and miR-451 in the whole saliva and miR-10b*, miR-
144, miR-21, and miR-451 in saliva supernatant were significantly

upregulated in patients, with sensitivity and specificity ranging between
43.6% and 92.3%
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Sample
Type EAC/ESCC Sample Size Biomarker Type/Observation

Saliva ESCC
3 ESCC patients

and
3 healthy controls

RNA sequencing of salivary exosomes for identification of tsRNA; tsRNA
(tRNA-GlyGCC-5) was significantly enriched in salivary exosomes in

ESCC

Plasma EAC

Patients with stage I
to IV EAC

55 tumor and
matched normal

samples

Detection frequency and quantity of ctDNA increase with stage; ctDNA
positively correlates with disease burden; ctDNA levels during the

treatment may be useful to determine response and recurrence in some
patient

Plasma EAC
209 blood and

tumor samples from
57 EAC patients

Both plasma and tumor samples were sequenced for ctDNA; detectable
ctDNA variants in post-treatment plasma samples were associated with

worse disease-specific survival; variant allele frequency of ctDNA
variants increased with disease recurrence

Plasma BE
EAC

138 patients:
EAC = 41

Barrett’s dysplasia
= 48 Control = 49

To detect circulating HPV DNA; higher circulating HPV DNA was detected
in EAC patients with invasive tumors with submucosal invasion and

lymph node metastasis; circulating HPV DNA positivity was associated
with tissue HPV positivity and disease severity

Plasma EAC
40 EAC patients (17

palliative and 23
curative)

Sensitive ctDNA detection has potential for the monitoring and
predicting of short overall survival; the presence of ctDNA post-

operatively predicts relapse and provides a molecular window before the
onset of overt disease

Plasma EAC
55 EAC patients
with advanced

disease

ctDNA detection using NGS; 66% of patients had ≥ 1 genomic alteration
including VUS and 69.1% had ≥ 1 characterized alteration (excluding

VUSs); patients with ≥ 1 characterized alteration had alterations
targetable by an FDA-approved therapy theoretically
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